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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Second Day General Sesshin 

January 20, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XIX 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘There are people in every quarter who assert that the ten thousand practices of the 
six paramitas constitute the Buddha-dharma.  But I say to you that they are merely methods of 
spiritual adornment, and of carrying on the Buddha’s work, they are not Buddha-dharma itself.  
Even those who keep the rules regarding food and conduct with the care of a man carrying a 
bowl of oil so as not to spill a drop, their Dharma eye not being clear they’ll have to pay up their 
debts, and the day will come when the cost of their food will be exacted from them.  Why is 
this so? 
 Since he entered the Way, but didn’t penetrate the principle 
 He returned in the flesh to repay the alms he’s received. 
 When the rich man reaches four score and one, 
 The tree will no longer produce the fungus. 
  
 Even those who live along on a solitary peak, or who eat their single meal at dawn, sit 
for a long time without lying down, and worship the Buddha at the six appointed hours of the 
day, all these are only men creating karma.  There are others who give away everything as 
alms: their heads and eyes, marrow and brains, states and cities, wives and children, elephants, 
horses, and the seven precious things.  But all such acts as these only cause suffering of body 
and mind, and instead invite future sorrow.  It is better to have nothing to do.  Better to be 
plain and simple.  Even though the bodhisattvas who have the completed mind of the tenth 
stage all search for traces of this follow or the Way they can never find them.  Therefore it is 
said: All the devas rejoice, the gods of earth clasp his feet in adoration, and of all the Buddhas of 
the ten directions there are none who do not praise him.  Why is this so?  Because the man of 
the Way who is now listening to my discourse leaves no trace of his activity.” 
 Yesterday and the teisho before that I spoke about this part in the Rinzai Roku, and 

when we read the whole thing like we did today from beginning to end it seems very simple, 

not at all difficult to understand, but when you look at it a little bit more carefully then you see 

that it is very difficult.  And I know I have been speaking at great length about different parts 
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of this, but today I would like to take the entire thing as a whole, and speak again about it, and 

maybe I’ll have to do that one or two more times in order to be able to explain it so that you do 

not misunderstand it.   

 Yesterday I spoke about the fact that it is necessary for us to spend our time, to live our 

lives without violating the Dharma activity.   

 But when we say the Dharma activity we are talking about an activity which sometimes 

does the activity of affirming the self, and sometimes does the activity of negating the self.  It 

does both of these, repetitively, alternately, over and over.   

 And yesterday I spoke about the activity of affirming the self which must do living, at 

least in part.  And so today I would like to take up the part where Rinzai talks about the 

activity of the self that must die.  It is very necessary for you to know for yourself that the way 

of being of your self includes both living and dying, both the activity which affirms the self and 

the activity which negates the self.  And you must know that you are repeating, alternately, 

either one or the other.  

  But even within the activity of living, even within the activity of affirming the self there 

are difficulties, there is suffering.  Even within the life activity we are followed around by the 

experience of the bitterness of things.  And on the side of the activity of dying, in the same 

way, we are shadowed by experiences of suffering.  We are followed around by the bitterness 

of life.  Some people probably think that the activity of dying doesn’t have suffering in it.  

But the activity of living and the activity of dying, in the exact same way are part of the very 

nature of your self, they are part of the very way of being of your self, and so fundamentally 

they are not different from each other.  They are both part of the very nature of you, and so 

they are the same.   

 And up until now I have spoken at great length about what exactly are the living and 

dying activities. 
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 As I always say the perspective of doing the activity of living means to do the activity of 

affirming the self.  And without fail you will arrive at the condition of no longer needing to do 

living.  But all the way up until you get to that point where you do not need to do affirming, 

you don’t need to do the activity of living anymore, you will meet up with and break through 

many and various different difficulties and situations until finally you reach the condition of no 

longer needing to do living, and that is the condition of utmost peace, of paradise. 

 And when the condition of no longer needing to do living is reached then the male 

activity, the plus activity can rest.  And the moment the plus activity rests, the moment the 

man rests the minus, female, self negating activity wakes up.  And so the plus activity actually 

cannot rest, because the moment the minus activity wakes up he must also wake up again and 

follow the minus activity; begin his action of helping the minus activity.  In order to manifest 

the condition of no longer needing to do living the minus activity has been helping the plus 

activity.  And when we say the condition of no longer needing to do living it is very difficult to 

understand, and one way to explain it is to say that it is the state where conscious functioning 

does not need to be done anymore. 

 This condition of an action which is acting without any function of  consciousness will 

undoubtedly be manifest.  And we call that the manifestation of the unification of subject and 

object .  And this is a condition of an activity which has no will and has no desire.  It is a 

condition in which the self which does the function of consciousness has completely dissolved, 

and that is why we call it the activity of emptiness.   

 This contemplation is not easy.  Especially for beginners it is extremely difficult.  That 

is why I repeat this same thing over and over, but no matter how many times I say it you don’t 

seem to understand.  

 And the very nature of this activity of emptiness is in and of itself a repetitive activity of 

the unification of subject and object  and the contrasting of subject and object over and over.  
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And in this case both object and subject, both guest and host, both plus and minus, are acting 

without will.  They are completely pure.  And as I just said, because this is an activity that has 

no will, that is absolutely pure, we call it the activity of emptiness, and we also call it the activity 

of perfection or completion.  And in Zen the complete, perfect activity is understood to be the 

zero activity. 

 But when we are human beings, and we stand up in the self which says “I am”  then 

we think about everything.  But when the “I am” self is gone the activity of thought cannot be 

done.  But people say things even about this condition in which the “I am” self is gone and the 

activity of thought cannot be done.  We think even about this activity in which thought is 

impossible, and we say this or that self centered arbitrary thing about it; we wonder things like 

if there is a hell in it or a heaven in it.  Within this activity which has no will and no desire, 

within this activity in which the “I am” self has completely dissolved and there is no “I am” self 

which does the function of consciousness: about that activity you cannot say that it is good or 

bad, that it exists or doesn’t exist.  But no matter how many times I warn you that you cannot 

say these things, you don’t seem to really be hearing my warnings.   

 This condition has no function of consciousness.  The consciousness functioning has 

completely disappeared.  And it is simply an activity of subject and object unifying and facing 

over and over without will.  But this is just a way enlightened people have used to try to 

explain this condition in a temporary, expedient way.  If you don’t have enlightenment for 

yourself then there is no way you can really understand this state. 

 And enlightened people have also called this activity of unification and separation of 

subject and object over and over again, or we can also say unification and facing of subject and 

object over and over again, the manifestation of samadhi.  When we say samadhi that means 

a condition that has no function of consciousness, that means a condition when the self that 

does consciousness has disappeared.  And as another way to try to teach about this condition 
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of samadhi enlightened people have call it the manifestation of true love.  But whether we call 

it the state of samadhi, or the state of the unification of subject and object , or the 

manifestation of true love, it is something that without you experiencing it yourself you will 

never be able to really understand. 

 And we also say that even if you have experienced it, if you are not able to manifest the 

wisdom which clearly knows it then you have not truly experienced it.   The enlightened ones 

have taught that whether it is a bird, or an animal, or an insect, all of those things are doing the 

state of samadhi.  But the wisdom that knows the principle of the state of samadhi, that 

knows the state of samadhi, will not arise for a bird or an animal. 

 Only human beings can do the activity of knowing the principle behind the experience of 

samadhi.  When the state of samadhi, when the manifestation of true love breaks open, and 

the self is born that knows that it has just experienced the state of samadhi, and knows that the 

state of true love, of samadhi, is the state which is manifest when the “I am” self has vanished, 

it is that self which clearly understands this experience which is the enlightened self. The self 

which does the function of consciousness which says “I am” and knows what the experience of 

true love is; that self is the enlightened self.  When the state of samadhi, the state of the 

manifestation of true love breaks open, then for the first time the human self will be manifest 

which knows that samadhi is the state in which the “I am” self has vanished, and also knows 

that satori, enlightenment is the state in which the self which does the function of 

consciousness which says “I am” is born.  

 If we can posit the example that someone has experienced the manifestation of true 

love, but then when their self is born from that condition of true love they do not manifest the 

wisdom that knows that the condition of true love was manifest because the “I am” self was 

completely dissolved, then they haven’t really experienced true love.   

 Getting back to what I was saying before, when the condition of not needing to do living 
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anymore is manifest, then the minus activity, the female activity wakes up and begins to take 

the lead in the activity, and she is the one who is leading in the activity which manifests this 

condition of no longer needing to do living.  And we also call this condition the condition of 

perfect wisdom, or prajna.   

 And we also call this condition of true love, this condition of no longer needing to do 

living, this condition of perfect wisdom the condition of the manifestation of the cosmic 

Buddha, the condition of the one and only being, the Absolute Being, the dharmakaya.   

 And when this state of samadhi breaks open then the self appears that must do the 

activity of dying, different than the self which must do the activity of living.   

 This state of samadhi, state of true love, state of unification of subject and object at the 

condition in which living doesn’t need to be done anymore, if we want to try to make it easy to 

understand we could call it the ultimately large condition, and this condition we could say is the 

condition in which the plus activity is doing the complete plus activity which we could call one 

hundred, and the minus activity is also doing the complete minus activity which we could also 

call a hundred.  So plus and minus are both doing their fullest activity which we could just say 

is a hundred.  And then that activity breaks open and the self that must do dying is manifest.   

 And so the perfect condition at the ultimately large has a hundred of both plus and 

minus as its content, and so both plus and minus give almost all of themselves, give 99.99999 

percent of themselves, and sacrificing this much of themselves they manifest a self, and this self 

must do that activity of dying.  The self that is manifest here is an extraordinarily gigantic self.  

And this enormous self does the function of consciousness, and it does the kind of activity of 

consciousness which knows that it must do dying.   

 When this gigantic self which must do dying is manifest then there is some plus and 

minus activity which are not that self, which were not given to manifest that self.  A tiny, 

infinitesimal amount, 0.000001 of plus and minus are manifest simultaneously with that self.   
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 The self that is manifest here is a self that must do dying, is a self whose nature it is to 

contract, to do minus, to die.  The reason for this is that it has been born from an activity in 

which minus was taking the lead, and so it is influenced by the minus activity.  But the reality 

is that this self is almost as big as the ultimately large itself, almost as big as the dharmakaya, 

and so when it appears in this gigantic state, although it is its nature to die, it forgets all about 

things like living and dying. 

 But when we talk about enlightenment, an enlightened person, what is it that they are 

enlightened to?  What they are enlightened to is that the self which appears here does the 

consciousness that knows that it must do the activity of dying.  That is their enlightenment.  

Buddhists scholars and Zen people when they write about enlightenment they make it sound so 

difficult and complicated, but it is really nothing at all!  There is nothing hard about it.  

Enlightenment is when the self that must do the activity of dying is manifest, and that self 

manifests the wisdom which knows that it must do dying.  The self which must die, and 

simultaneously has the function of consciousness which knows it must die, is the enlightened 

self.   

 And that self which appears continues to act, continues to be in the process of 

contracting, in the process of dying.  And it does the repetitive activity of on the one hand the 

unification of subject and object , and on the other hand the separation of subject and object.  

And each time it does that it takes one more step of the dying process, until finally at the end it 

reaches the condition of no longer needing to do dying.   

 And this is the kind of love in which the minus activity is taking the lead in the activity of 

love.  

 People love to talk about love, and they say the word love constantly, but in Buddhism 

we say that there two sides to love.  And the side I am talking about now is the side of jihi 慈
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悲, the side of Buddhist compassion, but the English word compassion in no way gets to the 

heart of the activity of jihi, the activity of love which is on the side of the activity of negating the 

self, on the side of the activity of the dying activity.  And so we have a special Buddhist word 

as well to describe just this side of love, and the word is maitri, the manifestation of the love of 

maitri.  From this you should see clearly that a mother’s love is this love of Buddhist 

compassion, is maitri’s love.  At least in some faint way you should be able to understand that 

a woman’s love is this love of maitri, this love of Buddhist compassion. 

 And the moment this condition of no longer needing to do dying is manifest then the 

plus activity is the one who wakes up and takes the lead in the activity which manifests this  

condition of no longer needing to do dying.  The leader in the activity which manifests the 

condition of no longer needing to do dying is plus.  And this condition of no longer needing to 

do dying is the opposite condition to the ultimately large condition.  It is the condition of the 

ultimately small universe.   

 And right within this condition of the ultimately small, this condition which is the origin 

of everything, plus and minus again do their activity of unification and separation of subject and 

object over and over, but this time plus is taking the lead in that activity.  And they repeat it 

over and over many, many times.  And again this is an activity which has no function of 

consciousness which we can call the activity of emptiness, or the activity of zero, and of course 

it is also the activity of the manifestation of true love.   

 And this is the condition of the origin which eventually will give birth to the self which 

must do the activity of living.  The condition of the ultimately small, the condition of the origin 

of everything will eventually give birth to all living things.  And so the activity within the 

condition of the origin of everything, within this ultimately small condition is the activity of 

becoming pregnant with all things.  The condition of the origin is the condition in which plus 

and minus are acting together, completely without will, becoming pregnant with everything. 
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 And when this samadhi bursts open then the self which must do living is born.  And as I 

always say, with the birth of this self, right together, simultaneously, the worlds of past, 

present, and future are manifest.   

 The self which is born form the ultimately small does the activity of living, and continues 

in this process until at the end, finally it manifests the condition of no longer needing to do 

living, which is the ultimately large.   

 This activity we call manifesting true love, maybe we cannot know it, maybe we cannot 

know what true love really is, but we should at least be able to realize that there is nothing 

more wonderful than it.  We should at least be able to realize that true love is the greatest 

thing in the world.  If you cannot at least know that then you are not a human being, then you 

cannot even be said to be someone who is practicing Zen.   

 From hearing this I hope you can see that we can say that this ultimately small condition 

of the Dharma activity which gives birth to absolutely everything, which is the origin of 

everything, is the cause, and that condition in which the Dharma activity no longer needs to 

give birth to the activity of living, the condition of the ultimately large is the result of this cause.   

 And as I have been saying, it is the minus activity which takes the lead in the activity 

which manifests, which maintains the existence of this ultimately large condition.  And this 

condition of the ultimately large is the condition which is the origin of the self that needs to die.  

It is the condition which gives birth to the self which needs to die.  You have to at least 

understand this.  Can’t you just at least understand this?! 

 And the enlightened ones said, in other words the teaching of Buddhism says that the 

very nature of what it means to be an existent being is this repetitive activity of on the one 

hand manifesting the ultimately large, and on the other hand manifesting the ultimately small 

over and over. 

 If we talk of the existent being which is manifest at the ultimately large we can call it the 
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great universe itself.  And if we speak of the ultimately small that would be something very, 

very, very small; something too small to see with your eyes; something much smaller than a 

sesame seed.   

 The ultimately small condition manifests the ultimately large condition.  It has to 

expand, and manifest the ultimately large condition, but within this process of the ultimately 

small manifesting the ultimately large there are many, many products, and by-products, and 

by-by-products which are manifest, and obstruct this activity of expanding.  But without fail 

the Dharma activity helps all living things that are doing the activity of expanding.  And so no 

matter what trouble a living things gets into there is a helper who will appear to help that living 

thing overcome that suffering, to save the living thing from that trouble.  And inevitably the 

helper will lead we living things to be able to manifest the perfect self.   

 And so in contrast to the kind of love of the dying activity which we call maitri, we have 

the kind of love of the living activity which we call karuna.  When the activity of love divides in 

two there is on the one hand  the love which is done from the point of view of living, the 

expanding love  called karuna, and on the other hand there is the love done from the point of 

view of dying and contracting, and this is true love, and it is called maitri.   

 The enlightened ones are asking us all to become the kind of selves which manifest true 

love.   

 But what does Rinzai have to say about this here?  Again Rinzai comes up with some 

very difficult, wild thing to say.  But actually there is nothing hard about what he says.  He is 

just talking about  the true Dharma activity.   

 And I will talk more about that the next time.  For the next two days there will be no 

sanzen or teisho, so sometime around the twenty third or the twenty fourth we’ll have teisho 

again. 
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終 

the end 


